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On the Job

Worksite Visit

ll uring the worksite visit, students will see the workplace in

I f action. This visit should be a hands-on opportunity for students

- 
to bring together the major concepts about work that they

have been learning in the four previous lessons. ln small groups, each

with a chaperone, students will visit and be engaged in a number of

workstations at the host comPanY.

As students meet many different kinds of workers and participate in

activities, they will see the variety of jobs in one company (Lesson 1),

which job they would be most interested in (Lesson 2), the importance

of good work habits and attitudes (Lesson 3), and the role of teamwork

(Lesson 4).

The teacher, principal, volunteer, and volunteer coordinator need to

work closely to prepare this event. The volunteer coordinator knows

the worksite and which activities can be carried out safely. The teacher

can decide which activities students willfind interesting and can help

structure activities to enhance their educational value.

Lesson Obiectives
After the worksite visit, students will be able to

) describe different jobs they observed in a specific work setting,

) explain how the workers contribute to the company'

) recognize specific skills, habits, and attitudes and their impodance

in real-life work situations,

> identify examples of teamwork, and

) describe which job they would be most interested in and why.
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) To increase students'

of a real workPlace
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Gonnection :

3 SummaFy of Teachen Activities
a

I neview and Prediet (page 73)

3 Before the worksite visit, students review the work concepts in the four

I previous lessons and discuss what they might see at the company.

What Did You Learn? (page 74)

After the worksite visit, students record what they saw at the company and

create thank you notes or a group card to thank the company-

! RePorting (page 75)

This activity has two parts: 1) during the worksite visit, students take
notes about each workstation; 2) in the classroom, students use their
notes to write a newsletter about the company.

Worksite Visit Summary (page 76)

Students complete a worksheet about their worksite visit experience to
take home and share with family members. The teacher may choose one

of two worksheet versions.

Lesson Meeting the Lesson Obiectives (page 76)

Summary On a flipchart or other large sheet that can be displayed, the teacher

summarizes how the students have met the lesson objectives.

BiBLiOGRAPHY (page 8i)
You may want to include a book choice from the Bibliography to introduce

this lesson or to use in another place in the lesson.

GnOSS.CUFRICULUM GONNECTIONS (page 84)

To supplement this lesson, you may want to use one or more of the related

activities in Cross-curriculum Connections.
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oi Summary of Volunteen Activities
I you can help workstation volunteers design and conduct a workstation

! activity. Copy these handouts and distribute them to the volunteers.

HandOUtS : E Planning the Workstation Activity for Students (page 78)

! This handout offers the workstation volunteer helpful suggestions for
. creating an appropriate activity to do with students-

i g Workstation Volunteer Checklist (page 81)
. Once they have planned their activity, workstation volunteers use this
I handout to make sure they included all the necessary parts and steps.

: E Tips for Gonducting a Successful
3 Workstation Activity (Pase 82)

I These handy tips will help insure that the workstation volunteer is

! comfortable interacting with students and that the activity is successful.

72 KAPow Levet3
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3 Gone 3 Review and Pnedict
Activity :

matenials
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
> copies of

"What WILL I See?"
worksheet (page 86)

> summary sheets
from Lessons 1-4

.- TjPs\- for
Teaehers

skills
aaaoo
prediction,
observation
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W zo-sb minutee

Before the worksite visit, students review the key concepts from Lessons
1-4 and prepare to look for them in action on the worksite visit. Students
then predict what they will see at the company.

Steps
1. Review.

Display the lesson summary sheets from Lessons 1-4. Review what
students learned in each lesson by reading the summaries aloud or
having students read them.

Discuss each point briefly. Explain to the students that when they visit
the worksite, they will observe many of these things in real life.

2. Predict
Discuss some examples of the points from the first four lessons that
students might see on the worksite visit. For example, ask students:

) (Lesson 1) What jobs do you think you might see at the company?

) (Lesson 2) Which of those jobs do you think you might like to do?

) (Lesson 3) What work habits do you think will be important? Why?

) (Lesson 4) What work teams do you think you might see in action?

Distribute the "What WILL I See?" worksheet. lf necessary explain to
students that a prediction is a thoughtful guess, based on what they
already know, about something that might happen or something they
might see.

Working in pairs or small groups, each student writes answers to the
questions on the worksheet.

Before the worksite visit...
> Arrange for transportation to the worksite.

> Line up parent volunteers to act as

chaperones, at least one chaperone for
each group ol bG strdents. (fhe classroom
volunteer can be the chaperone for
one group.)

> Have sfudents make name tags to wear at
the worksite.

Obtain permission slips from parents (n.13).

lf you choose the optional activity,
"Reporting," and want to use cameras,
check with the volunteer coordinator
to be sure that cameras are allowed at
the company.

Ask the volunteer coordinator for ttre names
of all the workstation volunteers so that you

can thank them in your tfiank you letter.

Lesson 5: Worksite Visit 7g



3 Gone ! Wn"t Did You Leann? ffi so-ao minutns

materials
aaaaoaaaaaaaaa
> "What WILL I See?"

worksheets

> copies of
"VVhat DID I See?"
worksheet (page 87)

> paper or cards for
thank you letters

> pencils, pens

Activity :
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As soon as possible after the worksite visit, schedule time for students to
do this activity. First, students use the worksite visit experience to identify
and understand the key concepts in Lessons 1-4. Then students write a
thank you letter to the host company.

Steps
1. Discuss and record the worksite visit experience.

Ask the students what surprised them most at the worksite. Encourage
them to discuss their experiences. Try to recall some of the comments
you may have heard while you were at the worksite. Ask:

) How did the design of the building relate to the activities that go on
inside it?

> What job surprised you the most?

> What jobs did you see that you didnl know about before?

Distribute the "What WILL I See?" worksheets that students completed
in the "Review and Predict" activity. Students then review what they
wrote while you distribute the "What DID I See?" worksheets.

Working in pairs or small groups, each student writes answers to the
questions on the "What DID I See?" worksheet. Students then compare
their own before and after answers with those of other students.

Display both the "What WILL I See?" and the "What DID I See?" work-
sheets in the classroom.

2. Write thank you letters.
With the whole class, brainstorm ideas about what students might
write in a thank you letter (for example, thank the volunteers who
operated the workstations, thank the company for letting students
visit, and mention one or two memorable experiences).

Decide how students will compose their thank you letters:

) one letter from the whole class

) one letter from each small group

) one letter from each student

Have students write their thank you letters. Encourage them to
illustrate the letters with the photos they took at the worksite or
with their own drawings.

synthesizing
information, writing

74 KAPow Lever 3



foptional !+, Activity :

:

. .....T3.tPIt"!t
> copies of

"Newslefter Notes"
worksheet (page 88)

for each student
group

> clipboard for
each group

> optional: disposable
or point-and-shoot
camera and roll
of film for taking
pictures at the
worksite

> paper

> pencils, pens,
colored pencils

> manila folders

Reponting W so-q minut,,,,

lf it is practical on the worksite visit, students interview workstation
volunteers and take notes. Aftenrvards in the classroom, students create a
newsletter to report the information they learned. The following steps give
you guidelines for setting up this activity. Make any changes that are
appropriate for your students and the particular company you are visiting.

Steps
Part 1: Workstation notes (worksite)

Explain that each group willtake notes about each workstation and
use the notes to write articles later. Distribute a clipboard and one
"Newsletter Notes" worksheet for each station to each group.

During the worksite visit, the groups take notes at each workstation
describing needs the job fills, skills necessary to do the job, and team-
work involved in the job. Students should pass off the clipboard and the
worksheet to another member of the group at each station so that each
student takes a turn writing. They may take pictures of the activity and
the volunteer (optional).

Parl 2z Writing articles 3O-# minutes

1. Back in the classroom, the entire class brainstorms ideas for articles for
the newsletter. Use the completed "Newsletter Notes" worksheets for
ideas and list them on the board. Put the worksheets and photos into
folders labeled with the name of each workstation.

Assign major articles about jobs either to small groups or to individual
students and give them access to the worksheets and photos.

Allow time for the students to edit and rewrite their articles.

2. lf you want to assemble all the articles into a newsletter, here are
some suggestions:

) Leave space for illustrations and photos.

) lf you have access to computers, type the articles and lay them out
in a newsletter format.

) Brainstorm a title for the newsletter.

) Suggest ways for students to organize their newsletter, for example,
by company department (all adicles about the shipping department
together) or by skills (all articles about using math skills together).

> Display the newsletters in the classroom.

Send the newsletter to the company as part of your thank you letter.

research, talking,
listening, writing,
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dlsh Home ! Wonksite Visit SummaFy W to-te minutcs
GOnngetiOn ! stuo.nts share their worksite visit experience at home white it's still fresh

: and they can report rnany details to their families. lf possible, students

...... ir3!:ri3!: : ilT:ff"#il"" 
the worksheet as soon as the next crass dav after the

copies of "My Worksite ;
Visit Experience" ! 1. Distribute the worksheet "My Worksite Visit Experience" (version 1 or 2).
worksheet, version 1 o

or 2 gnge89 or 90) . 2. Give students time to complete the worksheet in class. lf necessary
! invite questions or discussion about what they did at the worksite visit.

! 3. Be sure students take the worksheets home. Encourage the students to

*."sson | 
"::;:;: 

vs'i experence w'ih'iherram es

SummaFy i Lesson-Objectives ffi r*zo minutes

i t. On a flipchart or other large display that you can keep and use again
r later, write the lesson objectives in the form of the following questions.
. Leave space after each question to write students' answers.

r ) What different jobs did you see at the worksite?

' > What needs did those jobs fill?

: > What skills did workers need to do their jobs?

: > What examples of good work habits did you see?
ar ) What examples of teamwork did you see?
:. 2. With the whole class, have students answer and discuss each

! question. Write a summary of their answers below each question.

i ^""0 
this information to use in Lesson 8.

a
a
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a

:
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:
a
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:
a
a

:
a
a
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T.iPS :tor .
nteens I

a

lntroduction
This lesson will be conducted at your company worksite. You will be
working with employees at your company as well as with the students.
The volunteer coordinator is in charge of the entire worksite visit, but
you are an important connection between your company and the school.
During the visit you can chaperone one of the groups of students visiting
the worksite.

The workstation volunteers may be anxious about working with children,
just as you might have been in the beginning of this program. To make
the workstation volunteers' job easier, the handouts in this section are

designed to help them create successful activities and workstation
experiences.

Talk to the volunteer coordinator to be sure these jobs are done:

> Copy and distribute the handouts (pages 78-82) to the workstation
volunteers before the students' visit.

> Help the workstation volunteers plan activities that will be good for
your group of students.

> Talk to workstation volunteers about your class. Let them know about
the students' personalities, interests, and any special considerations
so the volunteers can feel comfortable talking to the class.

) Arrange a place for the groups of students to meet briefly at the end
of the visit.

Before the worksite visit...

> Give the teacher a list of all the workstation volunteers.

' Copy and distribute the handouts "Planning the Workstation Activity
for Students" (F. 78), 'Workstation Volunteer Checklisf' (p. 81), and

"Tips for Gonducting a Successtul Workstation Activitf'(p. 82)

to workstation volunteers.

> Plan to save about ten or fifteen minutes at tfie enci of trte worksite
visit to meet with the students and ask them what they learned and

what they were surprised to see.

Lesson 5: Worksite Visit 77



Handout II i Phnning the Wonkstation
i Aetivifil fon Students

'''' ;;;; ;#il : *?lTJ:ffiH,:::'J3i:5f?:J:'5ilff:l$:l:J:111, ;::::ffi y,"JiJ;
to help design your ! tne school appreciate the time and work you have put into this effort. We

workstation activity. i hope the following suggestions will help you design and lead an activity
. that is enjoyable and meaningful to both you and the students.
a

! Basics
: > The students are in the fifth and sixth grades-most are ages 10-12.

: > Each group of students will be at your workstation for about
! t*enty minutes.

: > Check with the volunteer coordinator for the number of students who

! will be in each group.

: > lt takes about ten minutes for groups to travel from station to station.
a

! Designing the aetiviQr
3 H"r" are some suggestions to help you create a successful activity that can

i 
O" done in about twenty minutes with five to ten students.

a

: f . Ghoose one teaching goal.
3 teacn one main point about your work. ln twenty minutes, this is all

3 yo, have time for. Crowding too much information into a short time may

! confuse or bore students. To help you decide on a goal, ask yourself
. these guestions:

' > What needs does your job fill in the company?

: > what skitts do you use?

: > What do students learn in school that relates to your job?
ao ) Why is your job important?

! Choo"" one or two related answers to these questions to help you decide

! on a teaching goal.
a. Examples of teaching goals

: > Shipping/receiving/manufacturing: to understand how orders are

: "hipped 
to customers or received from vendors

: > Office: to learn that inventory is a way to find out what products

: you have to sell and what products you may need to order

: > Accounting: to understand how to calculate a profit

: > Human resources: to understand that people are hired based

! on their skills

: > Marketing: to learn how people make up names for new products

: > Medical department: to learn how the members of a team depend on

I ea"h other to save lives
a

78 KAPow Level3 (Handout 1)



: 2. Gneate an expenienee.
a

I Plan an activity in which students do something hands-on, with a minimum
. of discussion or explanation. lf it's an activity that only one person can do
3 at a time, such as using a computer or operating a machine, make the
! experience short enough so that everyone will get a turn. Other activities,

! such as filling out a job application or writing a "check," can be done by
o all the students at the sarne time. Here are some elements to consider as

i 
to" plan your activity.

3 talfing and listening

! To get students involved, ask questions and listen attentively. Try to keep
o the conversation going two ways. Here are a few ideas to help you:

' > ln five minutes or less, introduce yourself and tell the students

: *hat you do in your job.

' > Ask them if they know anything about your job and the skills

: it requires.

' > Tell students what you learned in school that relates to your

: job today.
o > Ask students what they are learning in school and what they
o like to do.

: > lf you can think of a lively story related to the discussion, tell

: 
n to the students.

o. Hands-on exDeriencea.

: Students will be eager to try something new at your workstation. Even
. though they can't do your job, try to think of how they might get a feel
. for it. Can they knead some dough? Hold some tools? Pick up a finished
I product? Pack a box? Try on parts of a uniform (pin or belt)? Taste or

! smell something unusual? Hands-on experiences encourage movement,
. discussion, and excitement about learning.

! er.-ples of hands-on experiences
: > Food service: cutting biscuits

' > Accounting: reading "invoices" and cutting "checks" in

: the conect amount

' > Office: sending e-mail messages and faxes

: > Shipping/receiving: packing or unpacking a product conectly

: > Human resources: filling out a simplified job application
ae ) Medical department: taking an emergency phone call (staged)

:
a
a

:
a
a

:
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i Prnblem solving
! Uany jobs involve solving some kind of problem, such as how to
: > stack boxes or where to put furniture

' > answer the phone politely

: > check an invoice to make sure the numbers are

! udded conectlY

: > write a polite letter to a customer who has a complaint

: > sketch an idea for creating a package

: > measure space when moving furniture

! Wnat kinds of problems do you solve? You rnay be able to create an

! activity by taking a problem that you deal with and having the students

! try to solve it. Check with the volunteer who works with the students to
. see if the problem is appropriate.
a

! Examples of problem-solving experiences

: > Marketing: make up a name for a new product or make up ideas

! for commercials

: > Accounting: determine how products make money for companies

: > Manufacturing: use simplified maps to determine the shortest

! routes to distribute products or allow students to stack empty

! boxes in various ways to see which is most efficient
a
a

! Visual experience
3 A visual experience will help students learn your teaching goal. What

! is visually interesting about your work? Can you show pictures, images

: on a computer, unusual equipment, machinery or work space? Showing
o students something new and interesting is a good way to create

3 excitement and discussion about your job.

a

: 3. Keep it safe and simple.
I On"" you have decided on an activity, divide it into simple steps.
r ) Use clear language to describe each step. Explain any technical
3 t"rms as simply as possible.
ao ) Practice the activity by following your own directions.

! t Be sure that each step is safe for students. Check with the classroom

: uolunteer if you aren't sure.

: > lf you discover that your activity is too complicated, keep the most

: i.portant steps and take out steps that are less important.
a
a

: 4. Be prepaned.
i tt your activity requires any materials, be sure to have enough on hand

i when the students arrive. The classroorn volunteer will know how many
. students are in each group.

a
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HANDOUT El j Wonkstation Volunteen Gheeklist
I t.
a

a..o.......oa.. :
Use this handout .

to check your :

Goal of the activity
When students leave my workstation, they will have learned this about
my job:

workstation activity .
for compteteness. ! Smts I use in my job:

a
a
o
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a. Mv iob skills that relate to what students learn in school:
o"
a
a
a
a
a

! ,. 
=,".ents 

in the activity
! Talking and listening: how I plan to explain my job; questions to ask students

Hands-on experience: what will it be?

a

! Problem solving: how will I present the problem?
a
a
a
a
aI Visual experience: what images will help students learn something

3 about my job?
a
a

! e. e"tiuity steps (List the steps and then run through them-)

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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HANDOUT EI

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
These tips willhelp

you work comfortablY
with students.

! Tips fon Gondueting a
: Workstation ActiviQr
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Suceessful

Read the following suggestions. They will help you talk comfortably to the

students and lead an activity that will be interesting and meaningful.

1. Remember that the students may not all read and write at the same

level. some students may have difficulty reading, writing, or spelling.

Encourage all efforts.

2. Praise the students' questions and efforts. Encourage students by

saying, "That's a good question." Never criticize a question.

3, Students are usually excited about learning something new. Get to the

hands-on part of your activity quickly.

4. Try to involve all members of the group. Don't always call on the

first person who raises a hand. wait a few seconds to see if other

hands go up.

5. lt will be easier to interact with pre-adolescents by trying to relate

direcfly to their lives. As you talk, try to find ways to mention school,

music, sports, TV, or movies that they might be familiar with. Ask the

classroom volunteer for help with ideas.

6. Be sensitive about family situations. Don't assume that all the students

live with both parents or have at least one parent who works. Take cues

from the students. lf someone says, "My dad uses computers," it's fine

to ask, "How does your dad use computers?"

7. Make connections between work and school. Whenever there is an

opportunity, connect what students learn in school to what you are

doing at work.

82 KAPOW Level 3 (Handout 3)



BiBtioGRAPHY

This selection of books related to the lesson can help you introduce the
lesson topic, supplement the lesson activities, or add reading choices
to the lesson.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaoa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Animation Magic: A Behind-the-Scenes Look at
How an Animated Film Is Made by Don Hahn.
Disney, 1996. Readers meet the writers, performers,
musicians, and all kinds of artists who work together
from start to finish to produce animated Disney
classics such as The Lion King and Pocahontas.

Behind the Scenes at the Ballet: Rehearcing and
Pertorming the Sleeping Beauty by Leslie E. Spatt.
Viking, 1995. Have you ever wondered what happens
behind the scenes at the ballet? This book takes the
reader behind the curtain for all that goes on before,
during, and after a performance.

Biesty's lncrcdible Cross Sections by Stephen
Biesty. lllustrated by Richard Platt. Knopf, 1992.
Cross-sectional illustrations present an inside view of
such structures as a car factory, a subway station, an

observatory and a space shuttle. The reader can easily
see people working and the many jobs necessary at
each site.

The Emergency Room by Eleanor Kay. Franklin
Watts, 1970. Follows 1 1-year-old Richard-who was
injured while playing with his friends at a construction
sit*through the hospital emergency room, detailing
the work of everyone who participates in his treatment.

Funny Papers: Behind the Scenes of the Comics by
Elaine Scott. Photographs by Margaret Miller. Monow,
1993. Explains how the comic pages are conceived,
drawn, syndicated, and printed.

The Hospital Book by James Howe. Photographs
by MalWarshaw. Morrow, '1994. (Re'issue of 1981

edition). Describes what a child can expect when
going to the hospital, including the different kinds of
hospital workers, various equipment, and possible
treatments.

How an Airport Really Wo*s by George Sullivan.
Lodestar, 1993. This is a detailed look at everything
that happens in and around the airport to make air
transportation safe, convenient, and reliable.

lnside the Zoo Nurcery by Roland Smith.
Photographs by William Munoz. Cobblehill Books,
1993. Roland Smith, an experienced zookeeper,
discusses why young animals are placed in the zoo
nursery to be raised and what different workers
do to care for them.

Magazine: Behind the Scenes at Sports lllustrated
by William Jaspersohn. Little, Brown, 1983. Describes
a day at Sporfs lllustrated magazine, from repoding,
to advertising, to printing and circulation.

My MomE a Vet by Henry Horenstein. Candlewick,
'1994. Twelve-year-old Darci gives the reader a
behind-the-scenes look at the work of a large-animal
country veterinarian. Readers see the difficulty, the
satisfactions, and the emotional highs and lows of
this important job.

Roy Lichtenstein: The Artist at Wo* by Lou Ann
Walker. Photographs by Michael Abramson. Lodestar,
1994. ln this "inside look at an adist's daily life," the
reader sees the artist first getting an idea and making
preliminary sketches, then making further sketches and
small compositions, and finally putting it all together in

a final work.

Think Like an Eagle: At Work with a Wildlife
Photogrcpher by Kathryn Lasky. Photographs by
Christopher Knight and Jack Swedberg. Joy Street,
1992. Author Lasky and photographer Knight follow
wildlife photographer Swedberg f rom Massachusetts
to Florida and then to Alaska, observing his long and
painstaking preparations to take photographs.

A Week in the Life of an Airline Pilot by William
Jaspersohn. Little, Brown, 1991 . The reader accom-
panies a pilot aboard a747 on a journey from
Burrington, Vermont to lndia, and gets a close look at
the duties and excitement of such a job.

Women in the Marines: The Boot Camp Challenge
by N. R. Rowan. Lerner, 1994. The reader arrives at
Marine boot camp at Parris lsland along with a group
of women and learns everything that they must do in
order to graduate.
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These fun activity ideas will help you extend and reinforce the lesson
with connections to the major cuniculum areas, such as science, social
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Wonksite Mobiles
Anr, LerueuaeE ARrs (Creative Thinking, Crafts)

Students create large mobiles containing
illustrations of at least ten items related to their
worksite visit. ln an oral and/or written report,
they can talk about or write a description of each
item and its relevance to the worksite visit.

Tour Time
LRrueueee Ants, Tecnruolocv (Speaking,

Computer SktT/s)

Using an overhead transparency and overhead
markers, students create a visual tour of the
worksite visit and its highlights. They draw a map
or illustrate the tour's highlights. Students may
also tape record an auditory segment to go along
with their visual tour, speaking as if they are the
employees that they met, or speaking as
reporters.

;.--.""- lf you have a computer program like Kidpix,

=:=::- 
students can create their tours in the form of a

-;."".,, slide show, lnvite family members io see the pre-

.-,1- - sentations-parents are amazed when they see

r:'-, , their children's computer talents in action!

;, ,' Math Matters
.-,.-.,, MarH, LaruouncE Anrs
:-,:, ,t

How are math and technology used in the
workplace? Students generate a list of several
examples, beginning with what they observed
on the worksite visit. They illustrate each example
or write descriptions.
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Race to Remember
Larueunce Anrs
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On the worksite visit, the teacher records several
categories of information-such as names of
employees, good work habits observed, items
seen on a production line, people interviewed-that
the students will be asked to recall after their visit.
On the next school day, students form groups for
a contest. When the teacher announces a
category each group brainstorms in a whisper
while one student writes down as many examples
as possible in that category. After three minutes
the teacher calls time, and each group reads their
list aloud. Give points for correct responses.

Let's Play!
Anr, LeHeuRee Anrs (Cooperation,

Creative Thinking)

After the worksite visit, groups of students create
a board game based on the visit. Students make
and/or find oversized gameboards, game pieces,
spinners, and dice if needed. They write directions
explaining how to play. lf appropriate, the students
can emphasize cedain content areas in their
game, such as math, poetry, science trivia, or key
historical figures (examples: Ben Franklin Visits
Tony's Pizzeria,lce Cream Cone Calculations,
Photosynthesis Factory).
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(Obseruation,
Description)
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Top Ten Ust
Lnrucuaoe ARrs

Students recall highlights of their worksite visit
by creating top ten lists to describe their miscella-
neous impressions, for example, Top Ten Reasons
to Work at (name of company) or Top Ten Things
Overheard by Happy Employees. Display these
lists on a bulletin board after the students get a
chance to present their lists to their classmates.
You may want to e-mail or fax a copy to the
company as a follow-up to your visit.

Spice Up Your Visit
Anr, LerueuAGE ARTS (Organization,

Creative Thinking)

Ask students to tickle their observational taste
buds by recalling the worksite visit in terms of
sensory language. Create a bulletin board of large
paper plates labeled Taste, Smell, Touch, Sight,
and Sound. Students work in groups to fill these
categories with pictures, stories, poems,
or interesting facts about the worksite visit.

(Estimation, Reading)

The teacher generates level-appropriate (or
review) math problems, based on the worksite
visit. Prepare the problems on index cards, for
example, Dr. Katz uses 30 cm of dentalfloss per
patient during a routine visit. lf she sees thirty-five
patients per week, how many meters of floss will
she use in six months? Divide the class into two
teams to play, and give each team half of the
index cards (with solutions). Team members take
turns reading an opposite team member a math
problem, and that student solves the problem.
Award points for correct answers.

Gnoss-cunnfculuM GoNNEcrioNS (continued)

(Brainstorming,
Recalling Details)

Math on Your Feet
MAIH, LnNcueee Anrs
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Yorrr nrune Date

Before the worksite visft make predictions, Write your answers on the lines.

I. What jobs do you think you'll see on the worksite visit?

2- What needs will those jobs fill?

3. What skills will be necessary to do those jobs?

4. What do people learn in schoolthat helps them get the skills necessary to do those jobs?

5- Which work habits and attitudes will be most important?

6- Write one example of a team that you think you might find at the worksite.

86 KAPOW Level 3 Lesson 5 (worksheet for "Review and Predict" activity, p. 73)



You.r nanne

After the worksite visrt, describe your impressions. Answer these questions.

l. What jobs did you see?

2. What needs did those jobs fill?

3. What skills were necessary to do those jobs?

4. Did you learn about any new skills? What were they?

5. What did employees learn in school that helped them get the skills necessary

to do their jobs?

5- Write an example of a team you saw at the worksite. Describe who was on the team and

how the members worked together.

7. Which job would you be best at and why?

6. List the skills you would need to do that job. Where could you learn those skills?

KAPOW Level 3 (worksheet for "What Did You Learn?o activity' p' 74) Lesson 5 87



Grorrp nanrn.e or nrrnrber Date

Workstation emPloYee's

Workstation number/DePt.

Ask the emptoyee these questions. Write notes abotrt the answel€ on the lines.

l- What is your job?

2- What needs does your job fill in the company?

3- What skills are necessary to do the job?

4- What skills that you learned in school are important in this iob?

5- What work habits and attitudes are important in this job?

6- ls this job a part of a team effort? How?

Now describe the activity at this workstation and what you learned from it.

88 KAPOW Level 3 Lesson 5 (worksheet for "Reporting" activity, p- 75)



Yorrr lnarrne

Name of company

Fill in the blanks. Share your answers at home with your family.

l. This is the most unusual or surprising thing I saw:

2- These are the jobs I saw:

3- The job of is important because

4. These are some subjects I learn in school that workers use in jobs:

5- This is an example of an important work habit:

It's important because

6- This is an example of a team I learned about at the worksite visit:

This is how the team members work together:

7. Of all

because

the jobs I saw, I think l'd be best at this job,

KAPOW Level 3 (version 1 worksheet for "Worksite Visit Summary" activity, p. 76) Lesson 5 89



Yorrr nanrre Date

Name of company

ln the space below, write a paragraph about your worksite visit experience to take home

and share with your family.

l- First, answer these questions: What did you do? What did you see? Who did you meet?

2. Then choose three things about the worksite visit to put in your paragraph. Here are

some ideas:

> the most unusual or surprising thing
you saw

> the jobs you saw

> the subjects you learn in school that
workers use in jobs

> important work habits or attitudes
you saw

) an example of a team you saw

> what job you think you would be good at

> why the jobs are important

90 KAPOW Level 3 Lesson 5 (version 2 worksheet for "Worksite Visit Summary" activity, p, 76)


